Cisco Nexus 400G: Delivering Ecosystem-wide
Data Center Networking Innovation
What’s driving 400G forward? Key purchasing characteristics that data center decision-makers must prioritize in their selection of 400G high-capacity switching technology.
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INTRODUCTION:

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The Current State of the High Capacity 400G Data Center
Networking Market

400G Data Networking Adoption Demands a Holistic
Approach to Avoid Complexity and Expensive Errors

The market for 400G data center networking is skyrocketing and
becoming increasingly rivalrous — with full justification. Greater
ethernet speeds, virtual data center builds, Internet of Things (IoT),
and hybrid/multi-cloud expansion are putting the pedal to the
medal on data center networking resources. When you add in
burgeoning 5G and video-based data transport growth, the pressure
is on for data centers to upgrade capacity to fulfill delivering these
quickly growing data and bandwidth-intensive applications.

From a strategic perspective, data center networking decisionmakers must recognize the most important considerations that are
driving 400G portfolio development and 400G adoption across the
ecosystem, so as to avoid undue complexity and/or costly errors.

The global COVID-19 pandemic ushered in a tectonic shift
to enterprise adoption of work-from-home (WFH) and digital
workforce models. Many organizations plan to retain WFH
implementations after the pandemic recedes in 2021, powering
breakthrough adoption levels of collaboration platforms. In addition,
customers are adopting remote/distance learning and consuming
video streaming, gaming/cloud gaming, social media, and accessing
the Internet at unprecedented levels.
Moreover, by 2021, some 94 percent of workloads and compute
instances will be processed by cloud data centers, with traditional
data centers expected to be processing only 6 percent (Cisco
Global Cloud Index). The dominance of the cloud data center in
fulfilling growing workload and compute instances is a major factor
for doubling bandwidth demands in data center environments every
12 to 15 months, outpacing even wide-area internet growth.
All of these drivers are fueling the unrelenting expansion of data
center traffic and demand for high capacity 400G data center
networking solutions. As the explosion in the capacity demands of
data-hungry applications outpaces current high-speed transport
abilities, 400G is a promising evolving technology that supports an
immediate need in fiber optics with comparatively low operational
expenses (OpEx) and a smaller footprint.

400G is essential to meeting new data center networking demands
and data center challenges. These challenges include meeting
mushrooming data center interconnect (DCI) traffic demand,
handling and securing uncompressed 4K/8K/16K video, scaling
HPC clusters, and easing adoption of new must-have storage and
memory technologies.
In order to optimize 400G data networking portfolio development,
especially switches, the following technology trends demand
top-priority consideration: QSFP-DD innovation, RoCE support,
SmartNIC versatility, and attaining extra DCI connectivity reach,
particularly in 5G environments, through 400G ZR/ZR+.
400G data networking solutions must fulfill the unique demands
of the early adopters driving the market. We identify these early
adopters as including communication service providers, hyperscale
cloud providers, large enterprises, and professional media networks.
Data center networking decision-makers must factor in key
considerations such as IBN capabilities, 400G + network agility,
service support resources, supply chain reliability, in-house cloud
expertise, and applications proficiency, to assure the 400G solution
they adopt streamlines integration complexity and eases meeting
their overall spectrum of requirements.
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Major 400G Data Center Networking Challenges and Trends
Why is 400G technology vital to fulfilling new demands?
To better understand the 400G data center networking market,
assessing the major trends and challenges of the 400G data center
networking market is crucial to determining the value of 400G and
why it is essential to meeting the emerging high-bandwidth, scaling,
and agility demands of the overall data center realm. We have
identified both the top challenges and the top technology trends
shaping the 400G data center networking market.
What are the challenges?
These challenges have the potential to form barriers that impede the
adoption of 400G technology. We believe the top challenges include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

DCI Connectivity
Uncompressed Video
HPC Clusters
Storage/Memory

Challenge 1: DCI Connectivity. Global interconnection bandwidth is
forecast to grow at 45% CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) from
2019 to 2023 (according to Equinix). We see the high growth of DCI
traffic attributed to factors such as the increasing prevalence of CDNs
(Content Distribution Networks), the mushrooming of cloud services
and the demand to transfer data between clouds, and the increasing
volume of data that needs to be replicated across data centers.
Challenge 2: Uncompressed 4K/8K/16K Video. The COVID-19
pandemic has expedited the rapid adoption of video as a
communication method, with more than 80 percent of all internet
traffic at present being video. As a result, broadcasters are looking at
IP-based video production for their in-studio and remote production
use cases. An increased need to produce content at superior
quality, means that the network must offer higher bandwidth to
carry uncompressed video. When in 8K for example, each video
flow may require bandwidth of up to 50Gbps. This results in a need

for the rapid adoption of 400G-enabled infrastructure. In addition
to providing higher resolution and better-quality images than
compressed video, uncompressed 4K/8K/16K video is better suited to
a live production environment than compressed video, aligning with
video industry post-production demands. In addition, compression
errors lead to video file corruption and degradation, raising both costs
and risk to brand integrity for enterprise production teams as well as
video production companies. The video industry’s migration to highresolution uncompressed video adds increased stress on data centers
in areas such as greater bandwidth demand, file security, and QoE
fulfillment.
Challenge 3: HPC Clusters. High-performance computing (HPC)
clusters are growing substantially in data center environments and
present immense scaling challenges. As a result, HPC clusters are
driving up the requirement for running more multi-node jobs —
East-West traffic — including simulations, AI/ML training algorithms,
computational chemistry, financial risk modeling, and computerdriven engineering. From our perspective, there is little doubt that
HPC clusters will strengthen the demand for 400G data center
switching capabilities.
Challenge 4: Storage and Memory. When it comes to storage and
memory capabilities, 400G data networking is crucial to easing
the adoption of nonvolatile memory express (NVMe) capabilities
in data centers. NVMe provides greater memory compatibility and
flexibility, eliminating complexity and latency, while also enabling
considerably more concurrent input/output (I/O) execution. With
400G infrastructure, the storage I/O capabilities of flash storage can
now be fed across PCIe swifter to power multi-core processors to
finish more workloads in less time, boosting application agility. We
expect 400G switching to help power NVMe to become integral to
the most important data center storage demands, augmenting overall
data center performance across server, storage, and I/O software and
hardware domains, although delays in-memory optimization could
hinder 400G deployments.
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What are the trends?
These major technology developments address the above challenges
and contribute to unleashed 400G possibilities. The top trends we see
include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

QSFP-DD
RoCE
SmartNIC
DCI with ZR/ZR+

Trend 1: QSFP-DD. Of top importance, Quad Small Form Factor
Pluggable Double Density (QSFP-DD) technology, backed by Cisco,
is addressing the fast-growing industry demand for improved highdensity networking solutions. QSFP-DD represents the first time in
history that all reaches, from copper cables to long-reach optics, are
available right away in the same common form factor. The QSFP-DD
Multi-Source Agreement (MSA) group, consisting of 65 organizations,
also released a Common Management Interface Specification (CMIS)
revision 4.0 for the QSFP-DD form factor.
The latest published version, CMIS 4.0, is important since it is
developed to enable host and module software implementers to use
a common code base across many products and modules and also
addresses the shortcomings of previous versions of pluggable optics
management systems. CMIS also helps ensure QSFP-DD modules
are backward compatible with all QSFP-based transceivers, including
widely deployed 40G/100G/200G products. In fact, we view QSFP’s
backward compatibility as a decisive factor in edging out the wider,
deeper OSFP (Octal Small Form Factor Pluggable) as the optical
pluggable technology of choice going forward.
Moreover, based on the expectations for overall optical module types
and reaches, cooling of the higher power modules is essential to
support the maximum optical reaches and QSFP-DD based systems
can easily manage at least 20W. As data centers push the upper

limits of power and cooling system capabilities, we expect thermal
management to become more integral in assessing and implementing
400G systems.
As the adoption of 400G grows, the QSFP-DD provides the data
center market the most compact 400G module, as well as the highest
port bandwidth density. Through vigorous industry-wide testing,
QSFP-DD capabilities are verified in their readiness as the highdensity, high-speed pluggable module best suited for 400G data
center networking environments.
Trend 2: Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) over Converged
Ethernet (RoCE). 400G data networking is key to accelerating data
center adoption of RoCE technology. RDMA supports zero-copy
networking by enabling the network adapter to transfer data directly
to or from application memory, removing the need to copy data
between application memory and the data buffers of the operating
system. In particular, the RoCEv2 protocol enables RDMA across L3
boundaries.
Due to RoCE fabrics, data center networking switches gain
performance boosts by delivering line-rate performance by the
straightforward enablement of Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN).
Moreover, RCoE helps assure low latency, intelligent congestion
management, and QoS flexibility.
Trend 3: Smart Network Interface Cards (SmartNICs). The
emergence of SmartNICs is playing a pivotal role in enabling 400G
to fulfill the new array of massive bandwidth demands on the
data center. Recent SmartNIC versions are providing two ports of
25G/50G/100G or a single port of 200G/400G as well as Ethernet
connectivity with 50G PAM4 SerDes capabilities and PCEi 4.0 host
connectivity. We see the availability of SmartNIC as integral to
boosting network programmability and accelerating application
offloads critical to improving data center efficiencies.
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Trend 4: DCI Connectivity with 400G ZR/ZR+. To better understand
the full value proposition of 400G technology, 400G ZR/ZR+ must
be further examined. 400G ZR is a standard designed to enable
the transmission of multiple 400G payloads over DCI links using
DWDM (dense wavelength division multiplexing) and higher-order
modulation. Of note, 400G ZR+ enables deployments of more than
80km, which are well-suited for metro regional applications such as
5G backhaul traffic including 5G fixed wireless access (FWA).
In essence, 400G ZR is developed to ensure simultaneous highbandwidth and high-density DCIs. Through sanctioning by the
Optical Interconnect Forum (OIF), the 400G ZR initiative is critical to
advancing interoperability and driving down the costs and complexity
of pre-400G DCIs. With 100G/200G speeds, communications
service provider (CSP) and hyperscale data centers had to deal
with interoperability issues among vendors using different DSPbased coherent modules and forward error corrections (FECs). We
also anticipate the 400G ZR in a QSFP-DD form factor will bolster
greater adoption of Routed-Optical-Networks in metro applications,
including DCI and distributed access architecture (DAA).

Key Takeaways
Amassed together, these data center trends and challenges
present unique opportunities to data center decision-makers in
adopting the optimal 400G data networking solution. As such, we
believe the 400G solution supplier’s overall capabilities become
paramount, requiring the ability to provide a holistic approach or
risk adopting solutions that add complexity and spiraling costs in
areas such as integration overhead.
We see Cisco as fulfilling the distinct task of the trusted advisor role
in meeting data center networking organizations’ challenges in
adopting 400G solutions. Cisco’s robust, comprehensive portfolio
delivers the holistic approach essential to 400G data networking
adoption success. Moreover, we believe Cisco’s portfolio assets,
including the versatile Nexus 9300 Series and Nexus 9500 Series
switches and Cisco ACI (Application Centric Infrastructure), are
the necessary tools for ensuring the successful implementation of
400G.
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400G Customer Profiles
What key verticals are driving the 400G use case?
To better understand the 400G data networking market, it is
important to profile the vertical industries powering the key trends
and challenges that are vastly influencing the 400G data networking
market. We have identified the following key verticals as playing a
major role in driving 400G demand:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Communication Service Providers
Hyperscale Cloud Provider
Large Enterprises
Professional Media Networks

Profile 1: CSPs (Communications Service Providers). From
our perspective, CSPs are leading the drive for 400G adoption.
Strategically, they are committed to deploying 5G to both their
consumer and business customers, driving up bandwidth demands
across the entirety of their networks, including backhaul thresholds.
In addition, CSPs must increase the density of their RAN/small cell
deployments to meet their 5G business objectives.
CSPs are accelerating 100G/400G fabrics’ adoption, since they are
vital to relieving the space-challenged environments of their edge
locations. 5G builds require moving cloud resources closer to users
as well as applications and devices. As a result, CSP edge computing
resources must support more devices throughout the network,
including up to 100,000 active devices in a square kilometer. In
contrast, 4G/LTE can only support up to 2,000 active devices in a
square kilometer. Through 400G bandwidth, 5G becomes capable
of scaling the devices and applications required for its mainstream
adoption.
Profile 2: Hyperscale Cloud Providers. The trend toward cloud-based
data center adoption is unmistakable, as they constitute 94 percent
of the overall data center workload in relation to only 6% for the

traditional data center. The sheer increase of bandwidth demands
from cloud provider data centers is a key contributor to the uptake of
400G fabrics.
Hyperscalers are moving to 50/100G NICs, which perform the
critical task of expanding network programmability and enabling the
application offloads vital to improving overall data center efficiencies,
including lower power consumption per gigabit. As data centers
take up one to three percent of the world’s electricity consumption,
hyperscalers are making the strategic business and ethical
commitment to improve their energy consumption credentials.
To fulfill this commitment, hyperscalers are investing heavily in
improving their energy metrics in areas such as PUE (Power Usage
Effectiveness). This ratio calculation describes how efficiently a
data center uses energy by calculating how much energy is used
by the computing equipment itself in relation to the overall energy
consumed at the site (e.g., cooling and other overhead). The data
center industry’s PUE average is 2.5, with major cloud providers such
as Google and Microsoft registering excellent ratings near 1.2.
Profile 3: Enterprises. We see enterprises accelerating their 400G
technology adoption as integral to their strategy of future-proofing
their networks for three years or more. The primary driver of this
strategy is the expanding adoption of AI/ML compute clusters that
require 50/100G I/O combined with 400G scaling.
These capabilities are critical to enterprises in meeting their top-level
priority of enhancing the visibility of application flow levels across
their networks. Enterprises are demanding that their data centers
be more application-aware, especially in hybrid cloud settings,
to advance their IBN objectives, particularly in enabling proactive
monitoring and automating troubleshooting to improve the QoE
(quality of experience) metrics of their applications.
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Profile 4: Pro Media Networks. As noted, uncompressed 4K/8K/16K
video is better suited for live production and post-production use
cases than compressed video but requires more bandwidth and less
latency to meet video professional standards. As mentioned, in 2020
businesses rapidly increased their adoption of video collaboration
platforms and video traffic spiked, with video streaming services
increasing up to 70 percent over the previous year. Cisco and
Microsoft have long histories working with and supporting customers’
collaboration needs and have both reported impressive growth in
platform usage over the course of the past year, as has Google Meet,
with relative newcomer Zoom experiencing a boom in daily user
growth as well. COVID-19 lockdowns further assured that more
than 80 percent of all internet traffic is video. As the explosion in
bandwidth-hungry video applications’ capacity demands outpaces
current high-speed transport abilities, 400G becomes essential in
meeting the video networking realm’s scaling, and QoE demands.

Key Takeaways
The data center market clearly demonstrates that among the four
early adopters – CSPs, hyperscalers, enterprises, and pro media
networks — each industry vertical has a distinct set of demands
that are helping spur 400G data networking deployments.
Additionally, within each vertical are the specific data center needs
of each customer.
These customer profiles confirm that data center networking
solutions must be customer centric, and it’s our feeling that
suppliers who can validate their customer centric credentials
will gain the upper hand in driving more 400G businesses. From
our perspective, Cisco Services for Data Networking provides
the in-house expertise and best practices knowledge needed
to determine each organization’s ability to fully leverage 400G
capabilities in scaling out its data center fabrics. This includes
assisting application migration and intelligence through Cisco’s ACI
(Application Centric Infrastructure), streamlining operations, Cisco
Nexus data networking switches, and Cisco Network Assurance
Engine (NAE), amongst others.
In sum, we conclude that data center customers, regardless of
their areas of specialty, can have full confidence that Cisco’s 400G
portfolio will fulfill their unique requirements.
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The Cisco Nexus 9000 Series Portfolio
The Best Portfolio for the Fulfillment of Unique Customer 400G
Demands
Cisco’s Nexus 9300 and 9500 portfolio provides the full range of
capabilities and features essential to fulfilling the most important and
highest priority requirements of 400G adopters. These capabilities and
features include:
•
•
•

400G Transition Assurance
Next Generation 25.6T Cloud Scale ASICs
QSFP-DD Optics Brings Forward and Backward Compatibility

400G Transition Assurance. The Nexus portfolio is already developed
to ensure seamless transitions from 10/25/100G to 400G, delivering
the backward compatibility built into QSFP-DD pluggable optics.
Through the Cloud Scale ASICs, the Cisco Nexus portfolio provides
feature parity across data and control planes in IBN environments.
In addition, built-in data plane telemetry ensures the portfolio
extends flow-based visibility required by data center users, including
particularly enterprises. Finally, MACSec and CloudSec support deliver
line-rate encryption, ensuring 400G deployments avoid performance
disruption due to encryption’s compute-intensive demands.
Next Generation 25.6T Cloud Scale ASICs. Cisco’s 25.6T Cloud
Scale ASIC furnishes the Nexus 9500 and 9300 Series portfolio with
an unparalleled, fourfold increase in bandwidth capacity and port
density. The newest Cloud Scale ASIC supports 512, 56 Gbps SerDes.
It is an ideal building block for high-density 100G and 400G switch
designs. The upcoming 64-port 400G Nexus 9300-GX2 switches
will deliver up to 25.6 Tbps of throughput in a 2RU enclosure. A more
compact 32-port model will deliver 12.8 Tbps of throughput in 1RU.
These switches will empower customers to transition from 100G to
400G without changing their current fan-out designs. The Cloud
Scale ASICs further differentiate Cisco’s Nexus portfolio by ensuring
the same architecture, same visibility, and same security across the
entirety of its solutions.

The ASICs lock-in Cisco’s ability to offer both 400G fixed switches
and modular line cards, aligning with its commitment to transition
from 16nm to 7nm fabrication to ensure lower power requirements
combined with higher port density. The Nexus portfolio supports 50G
breakouts and 200G PAM4 connectivity directly from the 400G ports
to further ease data center adoption paths.
QSFP-DD Optics Brings Forward and Backward Compatibility. QSFPDD innovation is instrumental in smoothing interconnect transitions
from NRZ (non-return to zero) modulation to the more robust PAM4
modulation scheme. With PAM4, the cost per bit of a 400G optical
component is less expensive than a 200G optical module, lowering
the deployment costs of optical modules and thereby improving
overall capital expenditures (CapEx).
QSFP-DD expedites MMF (multi-mode fiber) to SMF (single-mode
fiber) migrations through low-cost SMF optics. SMF has a lower power
loss characteristic than MMF, which means light can travel longer
distances through it than MMF, bolstering DCI connection length
and overall data center power consumption metrics. In addition, SMF
traditionally costs more than MMF. However, QSFP innovation lowers
SMF price points rendering the technology more attractive to adopt
Nexus solutions in 400G environments.
We foresee the Nexus portfolio’s support of 400G ZR capabilities in
the QSFP-DD form factor will prove a significant difference-maker in
delivering high-density and high-bandwidth DCIs in parallel. Moreover,
the portfolio supports optical BiDi (bidirectional) transceivers enabling
customers to reuse existing fiber cabling infrastructure when
upgrading to 400G.
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Nexus Portfolio Competitive Advantages
From our perspective, the value proposition of the Nexus 9300
and 9500 Series portfolio also encompasses scaling, security,
and application performance factors. We advocate that Cisco has
consistently provided scale and investment protection across the
Nexus portfolio with 1/10/25/50/100/400G multiport speed flexibility,
allowing for migration ease and mix-and-match flexibility in adopting
400G.
We also see the Nexus 400G portfolio extending enhanced security
and visibility through streaming telemetry, smart analytics, and linerate encryption. These capabilities buttress the Nexus portfolio’s
application performance benefits, enabling a 50% faster application
completion time with intelligent buffers and zero packet drop

Key Takeaways
Cisco’s Nexus 9300 Series and 9500 Series portfolio brings
together the full spectrum of data center switching attributes
needed to meet the complete range of 400G adoption
requirements. The Nexus portfolio delivers the 400G transition
assurances, QSFP-DD optics innovation, Cloud Scale ASIC-enabled
power efficiencies, and overall portfolio competitive advantages
in areas like scaling, security, and application performance that
competitors are unable to match across-the-board. Cisco Nexus
400G provides testament to the industry nostrum that no one gets
fired for using Cisco.

Additional Key Considerations: Why They Matter
Understanding key 400G market trends, challenges, customer profiles
and the Nexus portfolio competitive advantages are all critical in
developing a thorough 400G adoption strategy. We also advocate
that additional key considerations must be factored into the 400G
data center networking selection process. These key considerations
include:

1. IBN. Intent-based networking is a software-powered automation
framework that enables data center implementers to program
policy-based outcomes for network and domain orchestration
processes. Using such policies, IBN can automate the provisioning
and configuration of services while also administrating application
awareness and intelligence.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

We see Cisco’s Nexus 400G portfolio as promoting IBN across the
data center networking ecosystem by providing ultra-rapid policy,
segmentation, and whitelisting capabilities as well as smart buffering
for analytics engines or storage and ML workloads with dynamic
packet prioritization. To emphasize, the Nexus family supports realtime visibility into packets, flows, and events, going beyond only data
sampling and system telemetry.

Intent-Based Networking (IBN)
400G + ACI
Service Support Resources
Supply Chain Reliability
Cloud Expertise
Applications Proficiency
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2. 400G + ACI. Cisco ACI delivers the IBN framework key to enabling
agility throughout the data center. We view Cisco ACI as delivering
the comprehensive systems-based approach needed to orchestrate
hardware and software with physical and virtual assets and the open
ecosystem model that will help turbocharge the business value of
400G data centers. Cisco ACI’s unified policy-based operating model
assures cost reduction and diminishment of complexity in highly
demanding data center environments. By delivering resource elasticity
with automation through common policies for data center operations
and extending consistent policy management across multiple onpremises and cloud instances for security, administration, and
compliance, ACI fortifies the value of adopting 400G solutions.
3. Service Support Resources. Cisco offers vast service support
resources that can give 400G customers peace of mind. These
resources include Cisco Services for Data Center Networking,
Cisco Services for Data Center Computing, and Cloud Services
for Data Center Security, as well as Cisco HyperFlex and Cisco
Unified Computing System (UCS). We view Cisco as providing the
technical expertise and services support vital to orchestrating data
center compute, storage, and networking capabilities across 400G
implementations and providing customers the ample reassurance that
they can rely on Cisco to solve 400G problems that extend beyond
data center switching.

of Banzai Cloud, Cisco is not standing still in this regard. Banzai Cloud
will serve to boost its cloud-native and Kubernetes credentials in
supporting enterprise cloud journeys. Additionally, we see the
Cisco Intersight platform as furnishing the cloud operations platform
enterprises need to unify oversight across the entirety of their onprem, public cloud, and cloud-based workloads/applications.
6. Applications Proficiency. Cisco continues to expand its knowledge
base, portfolio development, and resources across the applications
realm. Data center networking increasingly requires applicationawareness to optimize operations and fulfill top-priority business
objectives such as increasing profit-per-bit. Without continuous
application intelligence, 400G investments risk becoming superfluous.
As such, Cisco’s application portfolio assets, including its ACI
framework and IBN vision, as well as solutions such as AppDynamics
application performance management capabilities, help fortify Cisco’s
400G value proposition.

4. Supply Chain Reliability. The COVID-19 pandemic and shifting
geopolitical dynamics such as U.S.-China trade tensions are putting an
increased premium on supply chain reliability. Data center decisionmakers must ensure that their data center networking suppliers have
swiftly learned the importance of the supply chain in the weeks and
months following the pandemic’s onset; it is unlikely they will forget
those lessons.
5. Cloud Expertise. Amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, enterprises are
accelerating adoption of both hybrid cloud and multi-cloud. We
believe this prevailing trend plays to Cisco’s portfolio and channel
strengths in the enterprise realm, further enhancing its 400G data
center networking prospects. As evidenced by its recent acquisition
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CONCLUSION

RECOMMENDATIONS

There is no doubt that data center networking decision markers
in selecting data center switching solutions must take a
comprehensive approach in understanding the strategic portfolio
resources essential to enabling their implementations. We see
400G migration assurance, Cloud Scale ASIC capabilities, QSDPDD optics, and 400G ZR/ZR+ capabilities as warranting top priority
consideration in selecting 400G data center switching solutions.
Moreover, decision-makers need to factor in IBN, 400G + network
agility, service support resources, and supply chain dependability in
assessing the data center switching that underpins their data center
implementations.

Strategy and a Holistic 400G Selection Approach is Essential.
When it comes to decisions around the data center, a strategic
approach is critical. Data center networking decision-makers must
evaluate the full breadth and depth of the data center networking
supplier’s entire proposition, including vital software compatibility,
comprehensive testing validation, industry standards backing, and
architectural consistency benefits.

From our assessment, we view the Nexus 9300 Series and Nexus
9500 Series portfolio as the best value proposition in the data
center switching market segment. The Nexus products offer the
perfect balance of capacity, performance, and features throughout
400G data center networking environments.
In addition, Nexus 400G solutions are fortified by Cisco’s broad,
robust portfolio assets, including IBN, Cisco ACI, Cisco Nexus
Dashboard, service support, supply chain, cloud, applications,
mobility, video, and security. This vast portfolio agility assures
customers that they can call Cisco when there is a 400G data
center issue related to areas such as 5G core, CDNs, and application
performance. Data center networking rivals and specialists with
more narrow portfolios will require longer support cycles to fix
such problems. Additionally, COVID-19 and geopolitical tensions
have put a greater premium on supply chain reliability. For us, the
restrictions placed on China-based suppliers, such as Huawei, by
governments across North America, Europe, Asia, and Oceania,
will diminish its ability to compete against Cisco for 400G business
in many countries. We believe these factors will prove a major
differentiator for Cisco in promoting the Nexus 400G portfolio.
EXPLORE CISCO 400G
NETWORKING

400G Data Networking Solution Must Deliver Breakthroughs. Data
center networking buyers should factor in considerations such as
the full range of platform capabilities enabled by the data center
switching supplier, including supply chain reliability, pluggable
optics innovation, built-in advanced security capabilities, application
intelligence, and delivering cloud agility in their overall evaluation
process.
Early Adopter Priorities. Early adopters, such as CSPs, hyperscalers,
enterprises, and pro media networks, need to ensure that the 400G
data networking solutions they evaluate are fully capable of meeting
their unique requirements. These considerations include 400G
transition assurances, integration of NG 25.6T Cloud Scale ASICs
that deliver bandwidth capacity and port density breakthroughs, and
QSFP-DD forward and backward compatibility capabilities to have
complete confidence in the fulfillment of their unique demands.

ON-DEMAND
WEBINAR
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